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bers "began October 4, 1865 with No. 9 and ended March
23, 1866 with No. 999693."

The only overprinted nationals on this bank with
known serial numbers have blue Treasury numbers. These
are $1.00 notes, numbers: 143283, 143939, 144443. The
entire printing of approximately one million sheets of
$1.00 and $2.00 notes required less than six months, as
noted above. This would suggest that sheets bearing
Treasury numbers between 100,000 and 200.000 were
probably issued in October and November, 1865.

Denominations Bearing Title Overprint

The title overprint of the Shoe and Leather National
Bank of Boston may have appeared on all of its notes
through the $20.00 denomination.

In addition to the $1.00 notes, known to be in current
collections, the Grinnell sale (Lot 1148) contained a
$10.00 note, series 1865, on this bank. According to the
U. S. Treasury records, as reported by Dilliston, first
charter nationals were printed in sheets containing four
notes. In most instances, the denominational arrange-
ment of notes on these sheets was: 1-1-1-2, 5-5-5-5,
10-10-10-20.

Since $1.00 notes are known to bear the title over-
print, it is logical to assume the fourth note on each
sheet, the $2.00 note, would also be overprinted. Since
we know of a $10.00 note bearing the title overprint, we
might assume that the $20.00 note, at the bottom of the
sheet of three $10.00's, would contain this feature also.
Though no $5.00 note with the overprint is known to
exist, it seems unlikely this denomination would have
been passed over.

Notes of the $5.00, $10.00, or $20.00 denomination
might have either red or blue Treasury serial numbers.
If the practice of the bank title overprinting at this bank
was limited to the fall of 1865, as the $1.00 notes seem
to indicate, the higher denominations would bear different
sets of serial numbers.

According to Dilliston, $5.00 notes were printed with
red Treasury numbers and prefix letters A, B. C, D, E,
H, K, L, N, P, and U, between January 24, 1865 and
August 11, 1875. Sheets of $10.00 and $20.00 notes
were issued with blue Treasury numbers between June
19, 1865 and October 1, 1867.

Notes Without Bank Title Overprint

Three notes on the Shoe and Leather National Bank
of Boston have been identified which do not bear the
bank title overprint feature. The first is a $5.00 note,
series 1875 (Treas. #V216699. Bk., 3265, Very Fine)
which is in the collection of M. H. Loewenstern. The
other notes are second charter period brown backs. The
first is a $5.00 note in crisp uncirculated condition and
was listed by Morey Perlmutter in PAPER MONEY, Vol.
7, No. 3, page 102. Serial numbers were not given.
The second note is a $20.00 note in extra fine condition
listed in the 273rd Mail Sale (Sept. 30, 1967) catalog
of the Hollinbeck Kagin Coin Company. Serial numbers
were not given.

These notes are presented to substantiate our position
that the practice of overprinting the bank title on notes

of The Shoe and Leather National Bank of Boston was
for a limited period.

Why Was Bank Title Overprinting Discontinued?

The practice of overprinting the bank title on National
Currency seems to have been initiated by a few banks
in the Boston area without the knowledge or approval
of the U. S. Treasury Department. However, this prac-
tice was frowned upon by the Treasury officials. Ap-
parently as overprinted notes came to their attention, they
ordered the offending banks to discontinue the practice.

According to William A. Philpott, Jr., "The overprint
by banks on their currency (generally in gold) was in-
dulged in by a few banks (I'd guess about eight or ten)
for advertising purposes. As soon as the Secret Service
boys heard about it, the Treasury Department issued a
`prohibitive' and the overprinting stopped. The Boston
Bank was the first. . . . Two or three other Boston Banks
overprinted notes, and one or two other New England
Banks did likewise. Naturally, this was on first charter
period notes," (personal correspondence, April 26, 1971).

If the reader can supply any additional information
about "bank title overprints," the author would like to
hear from him Howard W. Parshall, P. 0. Box 191, Pine-
ville, Louisiana 71360.

CORRECTION
There was an error in the request for information in the
original article which contradicts the findings in this sub-
sequent article. Specifically, the brown back note on the
National Bank of Redemption, Boston, does not possess
the bank title overprint feature. The party reporting this
information initially misunderstood what I was asking
for.

National Banks
with

Numerical Names
By W. T. Herget—SPMC 1569

The preference that founders of National Banks had
for numerical names is higher than that for any other
type of name. This is in contrast to the preference in
naming state banks. This preference ran high toward
incorporating the word "First" in National Bank names.
It trails off sharply, however, in naming a bank "Second"
or "Third," etc. Of the 14,348 National Banks chartered
between 1863 and 1935, 46% or 6,579 banks had a
number incorporated in the bank name. Of these 6,579
banks, however, only 245 had numbers higher than
"First." The desire to be "First" in any given city
was overwhelming. The lack of need for a second bank
in small towns also contributed to the predominance of
"Firsts."

The table below shows the number of banks that had
a numerical name.
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BANKS HAVING NUMERICAL NAMES

Total National Banks (1863-1935)—Van Belkum 14,348
First (Including "New First," "Old First," etc.) 6,334
Second 139
Third 56
Fourth 32
Fifth 7
Sixth 2
Seventh 2
Eighth 2
Ninth 3
Tenth 2

Total Numerical National Banks 6,579

Geographically, the states of Ohio, Kentucky, Ten-
nessee. Georgia. and all states to the east had fewer banks
with the word "First" or other numbers than those to the
west. North Dakota, with 70% "Firsts," leads percent-
agewise with numericals.

The word "First" in the title of National Banks is fairly
well distributed regarding time. Banks incorporating
this name were chartered in every year from 1863 to
1935. Reviewing the 50 banks that took the name
"Fourth" or higher into their titles, it is found that they
were predominantly chartered in early years. Seventy-
eight percent were chartered in 1892 or prior years.

Turning to cities with higher numerically-named banks.
New York City leads the list with all ten in the series,
"First" to "Tenth." Philadelphia is next with "First"
to "Tenth." but lacks a "Fifth" national bank. Chicago,
Providence. Rhode Island, and St. Louis share the honor
of having banks with "First" through "Fifth" incorpo-
rated in the names. Chicago is the only city in which
the first five banks chartered bear consecutive numerical

names before other named banks were chartered in that
city.

Pittsburgh; Nashville, Tennessee; Boston; Syracuse,
New York; and Louisville, Kentucky each have a "First,"
"Second," "Third," and "Fourth" National Bank.
Twenty-two other cities have a "Fourth" National Bank,
but lack one or more of the lesser numbers.

The opportunity to collect a series of National Bank
Notes with all numerical titles obviously is centered about
New York City and Philadelphia, as these are the only
cities having a "Sixth" to "Tenth" National Bank. The
exception is Atlanta, Georgia, which has a "Ninth."
Atlanta has a "Third" and "Fourth," but no other
numerical banks.

Three notes are illustrated. The Fourth National Bank
of Montgomery, Alabama was actually the fourth char-
tered bank of that city. The first three were First Na-
tional Bank, Merchants and Planters National Bank, and
the Farley National Bank. In this case, the "Fourth"
was actually fourth.

A small-sized note on the Sixth National Bank of
Philadelphia is shown. In this case, this bank was the
fifth bank chartered in Philadelphia. Somehow the
"Fifth" never got off and running.

The last note shown is on the Tenth National Bank of
New York City. This was the sixth bank chartered in
New York City. How the "Tenth" received its charter
before the "Fifth," "Seventh," "Eighth," and "Ninth"
might be the subject of some research and a good story.

To aid in collecting, a list of the five cities with the
largest number of numerical bank names (with their
charter numbers) is tabulated below:

NEW YORK PHILADELPHIA

CHARTER NO.

CHICAGO PROVIDENCE ST. LOUIS

First 29** 1 * * 8^` 134* 89*
Second 62 * 213*** 225 * 565* 139 *
Third 87 * 234 * 236 * 636 * 170 *
Fourth 290 * 286 * 276 '' 772 * 283 *
Fifth 341 * None 320 * 1002 * 2835 *
Sixth 254 * 352 * *
Seventh 998 * 413 *
Eighth 384 * 522 * *
Ninth 387 * 3371 *
Tenth 307 * 3423 *

* Issued only large-sized National Bank Notes.
* * Issued large and small notes.
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Other cities with a "Fifth" National Bank are Grand
Rapids, Michigan (3488) ; San Antonio, Texas (4748) ;
and Minneapolis, Minnesota (13140).

Overall, the entire range of "First" through "Tenth"
National Banks are collectible in large notes. In small
notes, the "First" through "Sixth" plus "Eighth" are the
only ones available.

REFERENCES

National Banks of the Note Issuing Period 1863-1935, by
Louis Van Belkum

The National Bank Issues of 1929-1935, edited by M. 0.
Warns

A Few Notes About
India's Currency

By Sol Tayor

(The following article originally appeared in the prize-
winning magazine of the California State Numismatic
Association, Calcoin News, and is reprinted here with
the permission of its Editor, L. G. Lodge.)

All notes are printed by the government for the
Reserve Bank of India. Notes are printed in
sheets of watermarked paper and then cut into
single notes and stapled into bundles of 100 for
distribution to local banks (most banks are state-
chartered), such as the Bank of Baroda, The Bank
of India (Delhi), etc. After a bundle of notes is stapled,
it is hand-counted for verification and a blue verification
slip is stapled to the pack. Therefore, it is impossible
to get uncirculated notes without at least a pair of staple
holes in each note. In addition, many uncirculated
notes have gone through two hand-counts and tend to
have their corners a bit creased or even dirty. We
managed to assemble (from several thousand new notes)
a handful of clean, flat, crisp notes with a pair of staple
holes (many had two pairs). This would qualify such
notes as "Best Obtainable."

In 1969, the regular series of banknotes was supple-
mented by a complete issue of Gandhi commemorative
notes. Regularly issued designs also came out in 1969.
The one rupee note features the Gandhi one rupee coin
on both sides—obverse on the front and reverse on
the back. The other notes-2, 5, 10 and 100 rupees—
contain a portrait of Gandhi in a sitting pose on the
reverse. No notes are issued in denominations between
10 and 100. There is a 1,000 rupee note, but it is so
scarce that not even a single specimen could be found
in the Delhi office of the Reserve Bank of India. With

a face value of $140, it is the highest valued note ever
issued and has no place in the Indian economy.

The paper on which the notes are printed is about
the quality of 20 wt bond paper used in the United States.
In India it has a very short life due to humidity and exces-
sive handling. Many of the Gandhi notes in circulation
less than a year were literally decomposing. Older bank-
notes are hard to find in very good condition. Ap-
parently no one seriously collects Indian paper money
and thus a real collector's find would be a series of
Indian currency in crisp condition from Victoria to
date. Even the museums in Bombay, Delhi and Calcutta
lack many specimens in this series and those available
are well circulated. India prints more currency than
any other country in the world to meet its commercial
needs and to replace currency that is worn out. The
life of a one rupee note is about 45 days; a two rupee
note about 60 days; a five rupee note about six months;
a ten rupee note about one year; and a hundred rupee
note three to five years—simply because these latter do
not circulate very much.

Money Problems
SPOKES ON A CHARIOT WHEEL CAUSE CONCERN

(From the Milwaukee Journal, Dec. 8, 1971)

London, England—AP--The design of a new British
five-pound note has stirred a minidebate over the number
of spokes on the wheel of an ancient chariot.

The discussion has flourished in the letters column
of the Times, where the English traditionally argue about
everything from politics to potted plants.

The face of the note bears a drawing of a winged
goddess, standing in a chariot pulled by two horses. The
one chariot wheel visible has five spokes.

About a week after the first of the new bills appeared,
Audrey Ogilvy of Watford wrote the Times.

"Sir," her letter read, "is there any significance in
the five-spoke chariot wheel? All the wheels I have seen
portrayed in mythology have an even number of spokes."

Among the answers in subsequent days was one from
B. F. Cook, assistant keeper of the Department of Greek
and Roman Antiquities of the British Museum. Cook
agreed that four or six-spoke wheels were more common
in ancient times but said wheels with an odd number
of spokes had been spotted. In fact, he said, there was
even a nine-spoke wheel on a 6th century Etruscan
chariot in the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New
York.

"Perhaps," Cook wrote, "the five-spoked wheel on the
new note is symbolic of value: What then will be the
effect of inflation?"

Britons also have discovered another problem with
the new note—it's the same size as the one pound
note. The fiver is the equivalent of $12.50; the one
pound is worth $2.50.
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